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Abstract—Github has evolved from traditional version control
systems to incorporate the wave of the Web 2.0. Intensive
collaboration among developers is one of the main goals of Github
beyond traditional version control. Understanding how those
developers collaborate is a key issue to enhance the outcomes of
individuals and of the ecosystem as a whole, as well. Developers
activity during the collaboration may be partially registered in the
Github database. The analysis of this database can help to answer
important questions about different facets of collaboration. In this
work, our interest is to understand which factors can influence
developers’ popularity and provide insights for individuals to
enhance their own popularity. We measure popularity with the
number of developer followers. We have analyzed a subset of
the Github database in order to explain the high popularity
phenomenon. Although, we have found that commit activity is
an important factor for high popularity, we also have observed
developers with low activity (reports and assigns) but with a high
number of followers. We present external factors that can explain
this dichotomy and they should be considered as key factors in
the ecosystem of open-source development.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

The data availability in an unprecedented scale imposes
a major challenge on our capacity to extract relevant information from data-intensive repositories. In the software
development scenario, the situation is similar, for instance,
Ohloh.net accounts for near 30 billion stored lines of code
in February, 2014. The Web 2.0 phenomenon has influenced
how software engineers manage projects. Collaboration has
been considered a key success factor for the software lifecycle
and service providers are increasingly offering more support
for software development collaboration. The service providers
for software development sharing has been moving from
the classical repository supporting version control to more
sophisticated services such as, issues trackers and collaborative
code review. They also offer some support to extract open
data from the repository. In this scenario, mining software
repositories plays a key role to shed light on the intricate
relationships that manifest in the different artifacts produced
during the development process.
A major service provider for project hosting is Github,
which hosts not only source code and respective commits, but
also the life cycle of issues and the events raised from the
collaboration among their users. Github users may be viewed
according to their role during the software life cycle. The user

roles which we are interested are based on the activities around
the life cycle of an issue. A user is not necessarily a developer
that commits to the repository to fix known bugs. Users can
also be those that report the issues without necessarily having
to fix them, although it is possible that the user can assume
both roles. It is important to be aware of the specific role of the
user in the software life cycle because different user profiles
may induce different collaboration patterns and consequently
different popularity profile. It is also important to understand
different patterns and profiles in this collaboration process in
order to improve our behaviour as a community [5]. Popularity
is already an important issue for studies in social networks [2],
[4], [9]. However, social networks of developers may have their
own specific issues and should be understood on their own.
In this work, we aim at understanding the behaviour of
these kind of roles using a partial dataset from selected
projects of Github. Our goal was the establishment of users
that typically report bugs and of users that typically fix bugs.
We assessed variables such as registration time, number of
commits, number of participating projects, and number of
followers. In order to discover the possible patterns concerning
that data, specially which is typical profile of popular users in
the Github, we used descriptive statistics and a data mining
algorithm [1].
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we propose the used methodology. In Section 3, we
have shown the results and finally in Section IV, the concluding
remarks are presented.
II.

M ETHODOLOGY

We used a subset of the dataset provided by the GHTorrent
group [6]1 . This dataset contains data from 90 projects, including the top-10 starred software projects for the top programming languages on Github. The dataset accounted for more
than 150,000 issues in 13 different programming languages.
Our subset considered only issues that were associated to bugs,
then the number of issues was drop to 56,959. (From now
on, every time we mention issue or dataset, we mean the
issue of our subset or our subset, respectively). Both reporters
and assignees can be associated to the issues. A reporter is a
Github user, which creates an issue (record) relating to a bug
information. Whenever a bug is fixed or a bug is allocated
to some developer, the respective issue record is related to
1 http://2014.msrconf.org/challenge.php

TABLE I.

R ANGES USED IN THE DATA ANALYSIS
Time
0-1 years
1-2 years
2-3 years
3-4 years
+4 years

Followers
0-50
50-100
100-150
150-200
+200

Commits
0-100
100-300
300-500
500-1000
+1000

that user (a.k.a assignee). For each user (reporter or assignee)
associated to issues, we computed how long time the user has
been registered in the Github (Time), the number of followers
(Followers), the total number of commits in all participating
projects (Commits), and the number of collaborating projects
(Projects). These variables were computed in order to understand the user profile concerning the relationship between
activity and popularity.
Firstly, this data was analyzed separately for reporters
and assignees in order to understand their profiles concerning
issues. For this was done a data analysis to identify the numeric
ranges of each attribute and were created scales in order to
highlight the most significant intervals.The data was classified
into different ranges for the variables Time, Followers, and
Commits, which are described in Table I. We defined the
ranges according to the mean values to identify the skewness
in the data more clearly. A more common approach would
be defining ranges according quartiles, but in this case the
ranges would have the same number of elements, and we were
interested in showing which range had possibly lower or higher
number of elements.
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The data was analyzed using Weka in order to find
association rules. We defined the minimum support equals to
0.1 and the mininum confidence greater equals to 0.4. These
values were combined to obtain a reasonable number of rules,
as we are working with few variables. A larger confidence
and support would generate obvious rules, and this would
not be interesting for our study. For instance, if we consider
support=0.5 we would have only 52 rules, which has little to
say about relationships on the followers. Example of rules with
support = 0.5 is given below. The rule concerning followers
do not provide significant value saying that reporters has 50
to 100 followers with confidence 0.54. Using support = 0.1
and confidence = 0.4, we obtained 326 rules that were more
interesting to be analyzed and will be shown in the sequel.
1. Commits=0-100, Projects=0 ==>
Time=4+ Usertype=reporter
2. Projects=0 ==>
Time=4+ Commits=0-100
3. Usertype=reporter ==>
Time=4+ Commits=0-100 Projects=0
4. Usertype=reporter ==>
Followers=50-100

conf:(0.75)
conf:(0.72)
conf:(0.64)
conf:(0.54)

With support = 0.5 the confidence values were also larger,
however, only a few rules that say something about the
popularity are found, so it was decided to consider a support
= 0.1.
2 www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/index.html

III.

R ESULTS

In this section, we present the data analysis for reporters
associated with the filtered bugs and for the users that worked
on those bugs (assignees).
A. Reporters
Users that create issue records in the Github are called
reporters. These users contribute to bug detection and publish
them to the community in order to get them solved. The data
analysis was driven to establish the typical profile of reporters.
We found 24,638 different users that reported the 56,959 bugs,
that is, a mean of 2.31 bugs reported per user. For each of
these users, we computed the previously described variables
Commits, Followers, Projects, and Time.
Because reports do not necessarily need to commit, the
minimum number of commits was zero and the maximum
number was 7,903 commits. As expected, the large majority of
the reporters (24,346) have small number of commits (0-100),
as shown in Figure 1.
The number of followers for reporters ranged from zero
to 12,340. We can observe that most of reporters (94.11%)
have small number of followers (0-50). We can observe that
there are some reporters that are intensively followed, but only
5.88% have more than 50 followers, as presented in Figure 2.
Github users may collaborate with more than one project.
In Figure 3, we have shown the number of projects that each
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of the reporters participate. Interestingly, we can observe that
24,293 reporters (98.6%) participate in zero project, once it is
possible to report a bug without being attached to the respective
project.
The period of time that the reporters are registered in
Github varied from 72 days to six years. A significant part
of the users (7,181 – ∼30%) have been registered in Github
for more than four years. Nonetheless, the other ranges are
quite uniformly distributed, as can be observed in Figure 4,
except for the range from zero to one year which is the least
frequent.
B. Assignees
Assignees are the Github users who fix bugs. Once an
assignee fixes a bug the correspondent issue is assigned to him.
From the 56,959 bugs, only 4,425 had an associated assignee.
For those assigned bugs, 191 different users were involved in
their fixing, accounting for a mean of 23 bugs per user. In the
same way as we did with reporters, we evaluated the variables
Commits, Followers, Projects, and Time.
The predominant range for assignee commits was zero to
100. However, the difference was not as high as was for reporters. Moreover, the remaining ranges were quite uniformly
distributed, as shown in Figure 5. This was somewhat expected
since assignees are responsible for commiting the fixes for
bugs. One interesting point is that there is a considerable
number of very active assignees (those with more than 1000
commits). This result reinforces the fact that the different
assignees’ profiles are more uniform among themselves concerning commit activity .

With respect to the number of followers 56% of users (107)
have from zero to 50 followers and 20% (39 users) have more
than 200 followers, as shown in Figure 6 . The analysis of
the number of followers of both reporters and assignees have
shown that the 0-50 range is predominant. However, the ranges
with higher number of followers have much more higher
relative frequency for assignees than for reporters, specially
in the range with more than 200 followers. This result shows
that although popularity is for very few reporters, this is not
exactly the case for assignees. It suggests that assignees tend
to be more popular than reporters in Github, which is quite
expected because Github is mainly focused on developers.
The group of assignees is distinct from reporters also in the
number of projects they participate. While most of reporters do
not participate in any project, most of assignees (135 assignes
= 70.6%) participate in at least one project, as shown in
Figure 7. Only 1% of reporters participates in at least one
project.
With respect to the registration time, 51.8% of the assignees
are registered in the Github for more than four years and
only 2.6% are registered for less than one year, as shown
in Figure 8. This could be explained by the sample that
considered the top-10 starred projects, which presumably are
assumed to have a established team. We can also observe that
the larger the registration time, the large is the user contribution
in the fixing of bugs.
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time, but also they tend to be more active and popular. In
this case, the registration time is also related to the number of
followers and the number of commits. As we can observe in the
following rules, users with registration time greater than four
years have higher number of commits and followers, whereas
users with registration time less than four years have lower
number of followers. We can observe in rule 6 that users with
low number of commits tend to have low number of followers.

Fig. 8.

Registration time for assignees

C. Mining relationships on user variables
We have opted to use association rules to find possible
relationships between the activity of users in the repository
in order to unveal possibly non-intuitive relationships. The
activities can be measured with the attributes time of register,
number of commits, number of participating projects, number
of followers and that if the user is reporter or assignee of the
projects. Thus, we chose the Apriori algorithm because it is a
widely used algorithm to find association rules.
We have used the Apriori algorithm to mine association
rules using the variables Commits, Followers, Projects, and
Time.
With respect to reporters, we found rules, shown below,
indicating that reporters are typically users with low activity,
independently of the registration time.In other words, the
productivity of reporters little popular are not likely to improve
over time.
1. Time=1-2 Followers=0-50 Projects=0 ==>
Commits=0-100 conf:(1)
2. Time=2-3 Followers=0-50 Projects=0 ==>
Commits=0-100 conf:(1)
3. Time=3-4 Followers=0-50 Projects=0 ==>
Commits=0-100 conf:(1)
4. Time=4+ Followers=0-50 Projects=0 ==>
Commits=0-100 conf:(1)

With respect to assignees, the encountered rules have
shown that not only assignees tend to have a larger registration

1. Commits=1000+
Time=4+
2. Followers=200+
Time=4+
3. Commits=500-1000
Time=4+
4. Time=2-3
Followers=0-50
5. Time=3-4
Followers=0-50
6. Commits=0-a-100
Followers=0-50

==>
conf:(0.83)
==>
conf:(0.82)
==>
conf:(0.66)
==>
conf:(0.81)
==>
conf:(0.49)
==>
conf:(0.76)

So, we could observe that assignees are generally users
with higher registration time, have higher commit activity,
and so, have higher visibility among their peers. However,
there are still other users (including reporters) that do not
have high commit activity and still have very high number
of followers. So, we decided to manually inspect those users
with the highest number of followers to identify other factors
that could promote their popularity. The obtained association
rules could not provide that information, so we deepened the
analysis with descriptive statistics.
We have filtered in the +200 commits range, those users
with more than 1000 commits. We found 34 users, from those
none were only assignees. Indeed, 20 were only reporters and
14 were both reporter and assignee. Out of these 34 users, 31
have registration time greater than 4 years and the other 3 users
have from 3 to 4 years. Curiously, the number of commits has
divided this set of users with more than 1000 followers into
two predominant subsets shown in Figure 9. In one subset,
we can observe users with more than 1000 commits, and the
other subset, we have users with less than 100 commits. In
other words, although the commit activity can help to achieve
the highest levels of popularity, it is not necessarily the major
factor because almost half of the highest popular have low
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commit activity. Indeed, we could find a significant part (∼
30%) of users with more than 1000 commits that have few
followers (0-100).
So, we decided to investigate those top-level popular users
that are low profile commiters to understand what could
explain their popularity. Out of those 15 users, four are owners
of important projects: html5 - boilerplate, jquery, homebrew
e rails. So, the ownership of important projects could help
to explain high popularity. However, we could not find in
the dataset information that could help to explain the high
popularity of the other 11 users. So, we decided to manually
investigate the activity of those users outside the Github. We
have observed that those users have distinguished participation
in the web with their blogs, their personal social network, and
even with publication of printed books. One of these users did
not fix any bug, is not a project owner, follows just a few users,
and has more than 2000 followers. However, this user writes
blog, acts in several social networks and is a book author.
Other user, shown in Figure 10 also has low activity, but has
more than 3,000 followers, maybe because of the established
blog and high activity in social networks. On the other hand, in
Figure 11, we can observe a user with more than 1000 commits
and 2,700 followers. In this case, the number of commits
represents the importance of the developer in the respective
project and consequently, enhance the number of followers.

V.

F INAL R EMARKS

In this work, we have analyzed the profile of bug reporters
and assignees in a Github dataset with the top starred projects
of Github. We have used descriptive statistics and association
rule mining to support our findings.
We have observed that the number and the profile of
reporters and assignees are quite different. Because assignees
have more specialized activity their are present in lower
number, as expect. On the other hand, reporters are users with
relative lower registration time because they can more easily
contribute in bug detection.
With respect to the popularity, we could observe that the
commit activity may influence on the popularity. However,
there are other factors outside the Github activity that influence
the popularity. We observe that popularity outside the Github,
for example, in blogs or social networks, is likely important
to improve the popularity inside the Github and should be
considered as an important factor to the project success.
VI.
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IV.

R ELATED W ORK

The concern of being popular is somehow related to
reputation scores available in other social-techno sites. For
instance, in Stackoverflow, users are scored according downvotes and upvotes on their questions and answers. In [3], they
conducted an analysis of how users pursue their reputation,
and achieved that new contributors who want to earn high
reputation scores quickly may have some rules to follow, such
as, answering questions related to tags with lower expertise
density, answering questions promptly, being the first one to
answer a question, being active during off peak hours, and
contributing to diverse areas.
The mechanism for achieving reputation can also be viewed
as a kind of gamification. In [8] they conduct a literature review
to understand how much does gamification works in a general
sense. In the case of Stackoverflow, Grant and Betts [7], has
shown that badges can be used to influence user behaviour.
They have shown an increase in user activity related to a badge
immediately before it is awarded when compared to the period
after the grant.
Other study has analyzed the impact of the activity in the
reputation [11]. Interestingly, they found many users participating in non-core actitvities that had greater than one badge
and/or high reputation score. This result is similar to ours in
the sense that it unveals that there are other factors that impact
reputation, as we have shown.
In [10], the authors have shown that rockstars, i.e., highly
popular users affect the way and the intensity that followers
act in their projects, corroborating with our claim that gaining
high popularity is very important to the individuals and their
respective projects. Moreover, our results suggest that the activity outside the Github is very important to enhance rockstars
popularity and thus enhancing the activity on their projects.
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